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Sam Reports

Free Anti-rabies Vaccination in Bylakuppe
28 sept., 2015, Bylakuppe
VBB ( Vets Beyond Borders) in collaboration with TVA( Tibetan Volunteers for Animals) & SAM( Social Action
Movement) organised a free Anti-Rabies Camp to commemorate the World Anti- Rabies Day on 28th September, 2015
at Old Camp no.1. Tibetan Settlement Bylakuppe, Mysore Distt. Karnataka State.
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The response was overwhelming as over 230 (check the number ) dogs of various breeds were brought in and were
vaccinated. The camp began at 9. A.M. and closed at 5 .P.M. Thank God for his small mercy as the weather remained
favourable expect a little hiccups towards the end.
 
 
A part from the vaccination, the members were able to distribute related pamphlets/ leaflets to the pet owners.
Some of the Tibetan residents were philanthropic as they sponsored a box of bottled water, sweet n salted tea in
different intervals.
I( Lhakpa) being a lone in - charge of VBB would have run short of man power had the volunteers from the other
organizations(TVA & SAM) did not come for my rescue. My sincere appreciation to all these Mahatma (great souls for
their valuable service n helping nature extended to me. I am indebted to all of them.
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tricyle Magazine Interview: Bhutan on the Brink

SAM Reach out Through Social Gathering in Bodh Gaya

Ex-Class Mates raise fund for Social Cause

Latest News Little about us
We are group of young Tibetan who have studied in different fields like Biology,
Commerce, Political science and social work. Due to injustice, illiteracy, lack of
information, modern education and lack of unity in our society, we have unanimous
agreed to work together to make changes in the community. So, we have founded
SAM which means Social Action Movement.
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ASP addresses Tibetans on RC, exit permit, return visa

Why I vote for Amdo Warrior Penpa Tsering for 2016 Sikyong
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